WaterArmor TG®

WaterArmor LF®

WaterArmor AWB®

WaterArmor Flashing Tape

WaterArmor Flashing Tape is a lightweight roll flashing material with superior strength and the ability to bridge most gaps or voids common in construction. Embedded into wet WaterArmor AWB or TG, it is used at flashing transitions with Master Wall® WaterArmor air & water barrier applications. The tape easily embeds into wet WaterArmor and dries to a highly reinforced yet flexible flashing. WaterArmor Flashing Tape is available in 4", 6", and 9" x 180' rolls.

WaterArmor LF®

WaterArmor LF uses moisture curing to produce a highly durable, seamless, elastomeric flashing membrane. Fast curing it allows for same day installation of windows, doors and other wall assembly, waterproofing or air barrier components. Bonds directly to damp or dry surfaces and cures under a variety of weather conditions. Dramatically reduces surface preparation time by eliminating the need for reinforcing tapes at sheathing joints, inside and outside corners. It simplifies the process of producing watertight details in new or existing construction. WaterArmor LF is available in 20oz sausages.

WaterArmor AWB®

WaterArmor AWB is a high quality 100% acrylic flexible air and water barrier. WaterArmor AWB is intended for roller or spray application but also can be troweled or brushed into place. WaterArmor AWB forms a continuous air and water barrier that protects approved substrates from incidental water damage. WaterArmor AWB is available in five gallon (19L) pails.

WaterArmor-TG®

WaterArmor-TG is a high quality, flexible trowel grade joint treatment and water barrier. WaterArmor-TG may be applied as a continuous flashing at penetrations and openings. WaterArmor-TG is available in five-gallon (19L) pails.
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